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Abstract: Keywords clustering, as the basic method of domain knowledge analysis, has some problems such as difficult 

to understand the clustered tree diagram, scarce of further analysis methods, etc. The paper proposed a new approach to 

analyze domain knowledge based on keywords clustering. The proposed weighted knowledge model (WKN) is composed 

of two types of nodes (nodes of high-frequency keywords and nodes of clusters which come from keywords clustering 

and named as keywords nodes). Based on WKN, some new methods are suggested to analyze domain knowledge, such as 

main sub-fields analysis and representation, important sub-fields and hot spots of domain knowledge identification, re-

search fronts analysis, etc., and all the analysis results can be illustrated as a sub-network of WKN. In the end, a case 

study was conducted to verify the feasibility and validity of the methods. Compared with the existing methods, the pro-

posed methods seem more clearly, deeply and conveniently, and present new tools for researchers to study and utilize 

domain knowledge. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Domain knowledge is defined as the knowledge of an 
area to which a set of theoretical concepts is applied and is 
fundamental to all disciplines [1, 2]. The researches of do-
main knowledge mainly focus on analyzing the knowledge 
structure and the research trend in a specific domain. Be-
sides, domain knowledge is often used in data mining re-
search. The role of domain knowledge in data mining is 
highlighted in many researches. Anand et al., (1995) defined 
domain knowledge as a specific domain information that 
collected from previous systems or documentation, or elic-
ited from a domain expert, and in their research, domain 
knowledge was applied to reduce the search space before the 
data mining analysis to make patterns more intuitive [3]. LU 
Rnqian and JIN Zhi (2002) pointed out that the analysis on 
domain knowledge or domain analysis is the activity of iden-
tifying and representing the relevant information in a do-
main. Through domain analysis, the information can be 
shared and reused in similar systems [4]. Lima et al., (2009) 
found that domain knowledge can be used for meaningful 
information discovering, which can be used as a guide in the 
discovery process [5]. Therefore, the acquisition of domain 
knowledge seems more and more valuable in research. In 
this paper, we proposed a modelling and analyzing method 
based on weighted knowledge networks to discover and ana-
lyze domain knowledge. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1. Analysis on Domain Knowledge 

The commonly used methods on studying domain knowl-
edge include knowledge mapping and bibliometrics analysis.  

 

 
 

As an approach to knowledge management, knowledge 
mapping is the process of creating a knowledge map which 
is a constructed architecture of a knowledge domain [6]. 
Most current researches on knowledge mapping tend to fo-
cus on the application of knowledge maps in diverse situa-
tions and for different purposes [6-11]. Hellstrom T (2004) 
studied the intellectual capital management in academic en-
vironments and argued that knowledge mapping may pro-
vide a fruitful avenue for it [6]. Seitan O (2009) discussed 
knowledge mapping processes in the knowledge manage-
ment system of tourist destination, and explored the possible 
knowledge map structures by different types of tourist desti-
nations [7]. Ebener S et al., (2006) studied the application of 
knowledge mapping process in health care [11]. 

The term “bibliometrics” proposed by Prtichard in 1969 
means “the application of mathematics and statistical meth-
ods to books, journals and other communication media”. Roy 
(1983) defined bibliometrics as “a study of the process of 
information use by analyzing the characteristics of docu-
ments and their distribution by statistical methods” [12-14]. 
There have been a great number of bibliometric studies on a 
single journal or a specific research domain [14-19]. Hsing-
Chau Tseng et al., (2010) analyzed 20,670 citations of 460 
articles published in SSCI journals in the expatriate field 
from 2000 to 2008 by utilizing the bibliometrics and tech-
niques of social network analysis to map the research para-
digms of expatriate research domain [20]. Pinto C. F. et al., 
(2014) analyzed how national culture has been impacting 
international business research by conducting a bibliometric 
study of articles published in 7 leading international business 
journals over the recent three decades [21]. Samiee, S., & 
Chabowski, B. R. (2012) applied the bibliometrics tech-
niques to evaluate the knowledge structure of international 
marketing publications from 1999 to 2008 and provided a 
supplemental examination of the findings for the next two 
years (2009 to 2010) [22].  
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With the help of the information visualization tool 
Citespace, which was developed by Dr. Chen Chaomei of 
Drexel University based on Java platform, the analysis of 
domain knowledge in academic field combines well of the 
methods of knowledge mapping and bibliometircs. The do-
main analysis often focused on the content analysis and con-
nection analysis. Content analysis is based on keywords 
analysis which is often used to analyze the research fronts 
and hot spots in a specific domain, while connection analysis 
is based on network analysis approach such as citation and 
co-citation network. Connection analysis is often used to 
analyze the institutional distribution, annual distribution, 
journal co-citation analysis and author co-operation analysis. 
Citation analysis is a major bibliometric approach that 
authors cite documents they consider important to their re-
search. Documents with highly citation are likely to have a 
great influence on research field [23]. Co-citation analysis is 
to analyze the frequency of 2 papers which are cited by same 
publications [24]. It is often used to measure the similarity of 
the content in two documents [25, 26]. 

In keyword analysis, keyword cluster is a major approach 
that keywords are clustered into several groups according to 
their closeness and similarity and then expressed as a knowl-
edge tree diagram. However, the detail relations between 
keywords in the same group and the differences between 
groups cannot be expressed clearly. Moreover, the impor-
tance of each keyword in a group and the importance of each 
group in the domain cannot be expressed clearly in the tree 
diagram either.  

To better analyze the knowledge structure of a specific 
domain, we need to identify the relations between domain 
keywords and their importance as well. Therefore, in this 
paper, we proposed a modelling and analyzing method for 
domain knowledge analysis which called as clustered net-
work. Here, clustering network is a weighted knowledge 
network which is based on the keywords clustered results. 
Different from the knowledge mapping method and the bib-
liometrics analysis, clustered network visually shows the 
hierarchical relationships and the importance of each knowl-
edge point in a specific knowledge domain. This model helps 
to explore the knowledge structure and research status in a 
research domain. 

2.2. Knowledge Networks 

A knowledge network was defined as “a co-operation of 
individuals who produce, share, or use a common repository 
of knowledge” [27, 28]. Pugh, K., & Prusak, L. (2013) de-
fined knowledge networks as collections of individuals or 
teams who come together across organizational and discipli-
nary boundaries with aims to invent and share knowledge. 
The focus of such knowledge networks is on developing, 
distributing and applying knowledge [29].  

Besides, researchers pointed out that there were two 
types of nodes in a knowledge network: human and non hu-
man agents. Human nodes included individuals as well as 
aggregates of individuals, such as groups, departments, or-
ganizations, and agencies; and non human agents included 
knowledge repositories, Web sites, content and referral data-
bases, avatars and “webbots” [30, 31]. Increasingly, the type 
of nodes was enriched. Xi (2005) pointed out that there were 

four types of nodes including knowledge owners such as 
individuals, groups and organizations; knowledge carriers 
such as knowledge repositories, database and Web sites; 
knowledge points such as knowledge elements or knowledge 
unit; and other mixed type of nodes [32].  

In this paper, we adopted the knowledge points as the 

nodes in a domain knowledge network which was used to 

analyze the structure of domain knowledge. The network 

model was established based on the knowledge nodes and 

their relationships such as co-occurrence relations. And the 

model is expressed as G = (K, E), in which, K = {k1, k2, …, 

kn}is the nodes set (K), and the edge set is expressed as 

},,1,|){( njieE
ij

==
 
. 

3. LITERATURE RETRIEVING AND KEYWORD 
CLUSTERING 

3.1. Literature Retrieving 

To assure the retrieving effects, some domain experts are 
needed to qualify the subject terms, retrieving logistics, and 
literature databases. The retrieved literature set is denoted as: 

},,1|){( aidD
i

==              (1) 

3.2. Keywords Pre-Processing and High Frequency Key-

words Identifying 

The keywords set of the field and their frequencies are 
acquired based on the literature set, and all the keywords 
need be pre-processed, which may include the following 
works: 1) all the keywords be translated into English; 
2)plural Nouns be modified as singular forms; 
3)abbreviations be changed into full forms; 4)different forms 
of the same meaning terms be changed into the general ter-
minology of the field; 5)some papers with no keywords be 
replenished according to suggestions of fields experts. Then 
the standardized keywords set can be obtained, denoted as: 

},,1|){( bitT
i

==
             (2) 

Then the frequencies of keywords can be re-calculated, 
and can be denoted as follows: 

},,1|){( biqQ i ==              (3) 

According to the frequencies, keywords of high frequen-
cies can be identified as: 
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             (4) 

Here 0
q

  is a threshold, and generally it should be set ac-

cording to the common selection rules which meet the fol-

lowing formulation [18]: 
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(5)

 

3.3. Keywords Clustering 

Based on the keyword set T, the word-paper matrix can 
be constructed, and then the clustering analysis can be con-
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ducted through the SPSS19.0 software. Generally only the 
high frequency words are used for clustering analysis. The 
word-paper matrix is presented as follows: 

},,1;,,1|){( bjaimM
ij

===         (6) 

In Equ.6, if ti is one of the keywords of literature dj, 

1=
ij
m

 
; if not, 0=

ij
m . 

Through clustering we get many classes which are illus-
trated as a tree graph. All the classes no matter big or small 
can are marked as C1, C2,…, C1, then the class set can be the 
acquired and presented as: 

},,2,1|){( liCC
i

==
             (7) 

4. NETWORK MODELLING PROCESS FOR DO-
MAIN KNOWLEDGE  

4.1. Clusters Naming  

Each cluster is a subset of keyword set (T), i.e. TC
i . 

According to the keywords and their relations, each cluster 

in Cwill be named with the help of some domain experts. Let 

ci denote the name of cluster Ci, and generally ci may be pre-

sented as a terminology in the domain. Then the cluster set C 

can be presented as a set of terminologies acquired above: 

},,2,1|{'
licC

i
==            (8) 

4.2. Domain Knowledge Points Acquiring 

According to literature [12, 15], each keyword actually 

represents a knowledge point (KP) in a domain, and a KP 

actually represents a knowledge sub-field. Since each cluster 

is consisted of some related keywords, it cab can be con-

cluded that a cluster actually represents the high-layer sub-

field of the domain, and can be seen as a high-layer knowl-

edge point. Let K represent the set of KPs in the domain, and 

then it can be acquired as follows:  

'
CTK =                 (9) 

4.3. KP Links Acquiring and Network Modelling 

The links of KPs represent the hierarchical relations be-

tween keywords and clusters according to the clustering re-

sults. Let 1=
ij
e  represent i

k  is subordinate to 
jk  directly, 

else 0=
ij
e , then the set of links can be represented as fol-

lows: 

},,2,1,;1|){( njieeE ijij ===        (10) 

And then the network model of domain knowledge can 
be constructed as: 

),( EKG =              (11) 

As shown in Equ.11, G is a hierarchical network with 
KPs as nodes and links as edges. 

4.4. Weighted Knowledge Network (WKN) Modelling 

The above knowledge network model can be weighted 

based on the frequencies of keywords. Let )( jkq  denote the 

weight of jk . If Tk j
 
, then: 

]|[)( ijij tkqkq ==
           (12) 

Else if Tk
j

 
, then: 
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Let )( jkK   denote the set of all the nodes which are 

subordinate to jk  directly or indirectly (including jk  itself), 

then Equ. 12-13 can be combined as: 

=

=

n

i

jiiij kKkTkqkq
1

)](,|[)(

       (14) 

Then the weighted knowledge network model (WKN) 
can be constructed as follows: 

))(,,( KQEKWKN =             (15) 

5. THE ANALYZING METHODS BASED ON WKN 
MODEL 

5.1. Main Sub-Fields Identifying and Analyzing 

The WKN model can help to identify the main research 

sub-fields easily: the high-weighted son-nodes of the root 

node usually represent the important sub-fields, and their 

structures can be described through the sub-networks of the 

WKN model. For example, the structure of sub-field jk  can 

be described as: 

))(),(),(()( jjjj kQkEkKkWKN =
      (16) 

Here )( jkK denotes all the nodes in the sub-fields 

jk (including jk itself), )( jkE  denotes the set of direct hi-

erarchical relations between nodes of )( jkK , and )( jkQ  

denotes the weight set of nodes in )( jkK . Then the sub-

fields can represented as hierarchical sub-network of WKN 

model. 

5.2. Research Hot Spots Identifying and Representing 

Let 'K  denotes the set of research hot spots. It can be 
identified and obtained by the following equation: 

})(|){(' 1qkqkK jj >=
         (17) 

Here 
1
q is the threshold and can be qualified by research-

ers. Then the research hot spots can be represented as a sub-

network of WKN: 

 ))'(),'(,'()'( KEKQKKG =         (18) 
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Here }|)({)'( 'KkkqKQ jj=  denotes the weight set 

of hot spots, and }',',1|{)'( KkKkeeKE jiijij ==  

denotes the edge set between hot spots nodes. 

From Equ. 17-18, it can be seen that hot spots of the 

fields can be identified and illustrated as hierarchical net-

work easily through WKN model.  

5.3. Research Fronts Identifying and Analyzing  

Research fronts usually refer to the latest research hot 

spots in 1~2 years, which can be identified and analyzed 

easily through WKN model. 

Let DD
1  denote all the literature published in 2 

years, },,{ 1
1

c
ttT =  denotes the set of all the keywords 

of papers of 1
D , it can be deduced that 1

T  is a sub set of T  

and K , i.e., KTT
1 . 

Let 
1

KN  denote the minimal connected graph in the 

sub-network of WKN which is composed of all the key-

words in 1
T , and it can be represented as follows: 

),( 111
EKKN =

           (19) 

Here 1
K  denotes the set of nodes in 

1
KN , 1

E  denotes 

the set of edges between nodes of 1
K . Let )(1

i
tq  denotes 

the frequencies of all the keywords in 
1
T , then the weights 

of the nodes in 1
K  can be obtained as follows: 

If 
1Ttk ij = , then: )()( 11

ij tqkq =      (20) 

Else if 
1Tk j , let )(1 jkK  denotes all the nodes in 

1
KN  that are subordinate to jk  

directly or indirectly, then 

the weights of jk  can be obtained as follows: 

 
=

=

n

i
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Let )( 11
KQ  denotes the weights set of all the nodes 

in 1
K , then the weighted knowledge network model for 
1

KN  can be constructed as follows: 

))(,,( 11111
KQEKWKN =         (22) 

Based on the 
1

WKN  model, the research fronts can be 

identified through the following method: 

Let 2
K  denotes the set of nodes which represent the 

knowledge points of research fronts, and then it can be rep-

resented as follows: 

})(|{ 2

12 qkqkK ii >=          (23) 

Here 2
q  is the threshold, and the Equ. 24 means nodes 

with weights higher 2
q  than are identified as KPs of the 

research fronts. 

Denote 2
E  as the hierarchical relations between nodes 

of 2
K , it can be deduced that 2

E  is a subset of 1
E , 

i.e., EEE
12 , denote }|)({)( 2121 KkkqKQ ii=  

as the weights set of the nodes in 2
K , then the research 

frontiers of the fields can also be represented as a sub-

network of 
1

WKN : 

)),(,( 22122
EKQKWKN =         (24) 

5.4. Other Applications of WKN 

The proposed WKN model can also be used to analyze 
the evolution of domain knowledge. Together with the co-
author data and paper citation/co-citation data, further analy-
sis can be conducted based on the model. 

6. A CASE STUDY 

6.1. Data Sources and Literature Retrieving 

The selected research field for the case study is “super-
network / hypernetwork”. The data sources are Web of Sci-
ence and CNKI database. While retrieving in the web of sci-
ence database, the subject words and the main heading are 
“supernetwork or hypernetwork”, the retrieving date is lim-
ited to Nov. 30, 2013, and the retrieving result contains 237 
papers. With some low relevant papers canceled, 162 rele-
vant papers are remained. While retrieving in CNKI, with the 
same limitations, 228 papers are retrieved and 171 relevant 
papers are remained. In the end 337 relevant papers are re-
mained totally for the case study. 

6.2. Data Pre-Processing and Keywords Clustering 

According to the suggested processes, we processed all 

the keywords into standard forms, calculated frequencies, 

founded word-paper matrix, and last clustered the keywords. 

According Equ.5, 0
q  was set as 3, therefore those with fre-

quencies higher than 3 were selected as high frequency key-

words, and were clustered through SPSS. The clustering re-

sult is illustrated as a tree graph as Fig. (1). 

6.3. The WKN Model for Supernetwork Domain 

The clustering of high-frequency keywords generates 28 
clusters. According to above methods, all the clusters are 
marked and given names by 2 experts in the domain. Then 
the WKN model for “supernetwork study field” is con-
structed after founding the sets of KPS, edges, weights se-
quentially (shown as Fig. 2).  

Comparing the Figs. (1 and 2), we can see that the tree 
graph only illustrated how many clusters for the keywords 
and the hierarchical relations between them, however the 
meanings of the clusters are not shown directly, while those 
are shown directly through names in WKN model. In the 
case the WKN model shows there are 8 nodes under the root  
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Fig. (1). Part of keywords clustering results. 

 

Fig. (2). WKN model of supernetwork domain. 

node, which means there are 8 main sub-fields in the super-
network field, and the node names indicate what the sub-
fields are directly. Furthermore, the WKN model can also 
illustrate the importance of the sub-fields through the size of 
nodes based on their weights. Therefore it is easy to discover 
the important sub-fields and KPs in the research of super-
network based on the WKN model.  

6.4. Analysis on the Research of Supernetwork Field 

6.4.1. Main Sub-Fields Identifying and Analyzing  

As can be seen from Fig. (2), the research on supernetwork 

contains 8 sub-fields with the nodes size denoting their im-

portance, and the structure of each field can be represented 

through a sub-graph of the WKN model (shown as Fig. 3). 
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6.4.2. Research Hot Spots Identifying  

In this paper, we set KPs with weights higher than 15 as 
hot spots. According to the above mentioned method, all the 
hot spots can be represented as the weighted network graph 
(Fig. 4). In Fig. (4) it can be seen that the research hot spots 
form 5 sub-fields: research on knowledge service and man-
agement supernetwork, research on supply chain and indus-
trial clustering supernetwork, research on supply chain net-
work based on variational inequality, research on supernet-
work based on hypernetwork. The structure and the impor-
tance of the hot spots are illustrated clearly in Fig. (4).  

6.4.3. Research Fronts Identifying and Analyzing 

In this paper, we select all papers from Jan.1 2012 to the 
retrieving time for the analysis of fronts, and 103 papers are 

selected. According to the above mentioned methods, the 
sub-network of WKN on research fronts is constructed as 
Fig. (5) and sub-network of hot spots in these two years is 
constructed as Fig. (6) in which the threshold of weights is 
set as 4.  

From Fig. (52) we can see that the fronts of supernetwork 
research include: the research of system evolution supernet-
work, research of transferring network of accidents, supply 
chain and traffic supernetwork for regional industries and so 
on. As for Fig. (6), the hot spots in recent 2 years mainly 
focus on the following sub-fields: research on accident 
spread supernetwork, supply chain traffic supernetwork for 
regional industry, e-business supply chain supernetwork 
based on variational inequality, complex coupling system 
supernetwork based on hypernetwork, etc.  

 

Fig. (3). WKN Structure of a sub-graph. 

 

Fig. (4). WKN of research hot spots on supernetwork. 
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Furthermore, as also shown in Figs. (5 and 6) that: hot 
spots with name “e-business supply chain supernetwork 
based on variational inequality” owes the highest weights, 
which means the researches on this sub-fields catch highest 
focuses in recent 2 years. Besides, the node with name “ac-
cident spread supernetwork” has a high weight, which im-
plies that this sub-field catches a great deal of attentions of 
researchers recently. Taking into account of the popularity of 
micro-blogs in China, the above analysis seems reasonable.  

CONCLUSION 

The proposed methods, i.e., the modeling and analyzing 
methods of WKN based on keyword clustering, is easy to 
analyze and represent domain knowledge. The model pro-

vides some new ways to identify and illustrate the main sub-
fields, to analyze the hot spots, frontiers, and represent the 
results as sub-graphs visually. As proved in the case study, 
the proposed methods seem more clearly, deeply and con-
veniently, which may help researchers to learn and utilize 
domain knowledge conveniently. However, there also exist 
some deficiencies, e.g., the clustering result of keywords 
need be promoted, and the names of classes need more ex-
perts to ensure the adjustment, etc. All these deficiencies 
may be modified and promoted in further studies. 
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Fig. (5). WKN of research fronts of supernetwork. 

 

Fig. (6). WKN of research hot spots on supernetwork in year 2012-2013. 
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